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La escuadra masonica

This article on society and politics identified several problems. Please edit it to improve it: It should be wikified according to Wikipedia-style conventions. Its wording does not follow the style of conventions. The notice was posted on May 30, 2019. The square (symbol of virtue) and compass (symbol of the limits with which any Free should be preserved in
relation to others) are perhaps the two most famous Masonic symbols. It also shows the letters G and A representing the Great Architect of the Universe (short for G.'A. A.'D.' U.), a concept used mainly in the Scottish rite. Freemasonry or Freemasonry is an institution of inination, philanthropic, symbolic, philosophical, discrete, harmonious, selective,
hierarchical, international, humanistic and with a federal structure based on the sense of brotherhood. He claims to be focused on the search for truth, the philosophical study of human behavior, science and art, and the promotion of human social and moral development, focusing him on his personal evolution, in addition to social progress, and illustrates his
teachings with traditional symbols and allegories taken from masonry and masonry, in particular the Royal Art of Construction that is, the builders of medieval cathedrals. Appearing in Europe between the late 17th and early 18th centuries, modern or speculative Freemasonry is often described as a kind of system of morality, under the veil of allegory and
taught by symbols. It presents itself as a teaching tool, with a specific method that, based on the symbolism of construction, allows its members to develop their ability to listen, reflect and dialogue, to transmit these values to the environment. (required citation) Institutional history of Freemasonry presents numerous dissents, the main reasons of which, with
important nuances and derivatives, relate to the admission of women to the lodges of men, the question of religious or metaphysical beliefs, the nature of the topic covered or the way the lodges work, and the foundation on which Masonic regularity is based. The existence of different views on these and other topics has led to the development of various
Masonic branches or currents that are often not recognized among them. According to the dictionary of symbols: the compass was regarded among us as an emblem of exact sciences. The notion of governance, righteousness or also, on the other hand, is at the heart of the Chinese kuei. The degrees of the opening of the compass symbolize, in the Masonic
tradition, the possibilities and The 45th is eighth, 60th in sixth and 90th in fourth. Freemasonry, limiting the opening of the compass to a maximum of 90 degrees, thus indicates the limits that a person will not be able to cross. The 90-degree angle plays a square. Because the squadron, as we know, is a symbol of matter; the compass is a symbol of the spirit
and its power over matter. An open compass at 45 degrees indicates that the issue does not completely dominate, while the 90-degree opening completely balances the two forces; The compass becomes a fair square. In the ceremony of reception (dedication), whose images are available in various media, it can be seen among the elements that make up
ANAgram VITRIOL, known in alchemy, for which there are two different equivalences (op. cit. 1077): Visit the Interior Terrae Reifycting Inveniens Occultum Lapidem (Explore the interiors of the Earth, and the correction, you will find a hidden stone. Origin See also: The History of Freemasonry by the Ottoman Freemason, Ahmed Nami, in the twentieth
century. Operational Freemasonry One of the most important legends of Freemasonry attributes Hiram Abif, the mythical architect of the Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem, the mythical origin of the Masonic Order. (required citation) Some texts bring back the origins of Freemasonry in even older times, and come to view as the founders of various biblical
figures such as Tubulcain, Moses, Noah or Adam himself. (required citation) Since the antiquity society will say that quotes from the Old Testament and the New Testament on: Architects, may refer to some people associated with this early group. More realistic, but still in the realm of mythical or pseudohistorical, various authors attribute this to the origin of
the pyramid builders in ancient Egypt, the Roman college of Fabrorum, the Order of the Temple, that of Rosacruces or the Renaissance humanists. There is talk of a text that Prince Edwin Northumberland, nephew of King Athelstan, would have given these corporations in England in 926, called the York Constitution. This manuscript would have been lost in
the 15th century and would have been rewritten by heart by those who knew it. For this reason, its most plausible origin is in the Bologna Charter or Charter, drawn up in 1248, are the oldest known original Masonic document. It deals with the legal, administrative aspects and customs of the guild. Other documents, such as Manuscript of Regius or Halliwell
(1390), Cook's manuscript (1410), Strasbourg manuscript (1459), Regensburg Statute (1459), Shaw (1598), manuscript of Ichigo Jones (1607), Absolion (1668) and Sloan (1700). All these manuscripts refer to operational or trade union Freemasonry, from which they define primarily the rules of trade, and historians often refer to them in a general sense as
Gothic constitutions. Two mainstream regularity is as important a concept as discussed in Freemasonry. Based on it, Masonic obedience establish agreements on mutual recognition and the relationship between them. In general, regular Freemasonry is said to refer to one that adheres to a number of traditional rules. However, there is disagreement as to
which of these standards are really important and which are not, leading to the division of world Freemasonry into two main streams, to which a certain number of lodges and small obediences can be added, not tied to any of them. (citing) Conditions adopted by the two main currents to recognize the regularity of Masonic obedience: That it has the legitimacy
of origin; that is, that his constitution was organized by some other regular Masonic organization. In this sense, the original pattern is often thought to come from the former Grand Lodge of London and Westminster. Respect for the values and principles of capital established in the founding documents; in particular, the so-called Anderson Constitution,
published in 1723. The two currents differ on a number of important issues that affect even their respective denominations. Both currents are often known, respectively, as ordinary, one of them, and as liberal or dogmatic, the other. However, the latter claim that their present time is also fully regular, while the former claim that they are also essentially liberal
and dogmatic. It was not possible to establish an objective criterion on that point. Perhaps it can be said that the various Masonic currents are not considered to be identified with terms such as irregular or dogmatic. Finally, lodges that do not adhere to the criteria of either of the two main currents are often referred to as savages, although they prefer to call
themselves under the heavenly vault. (required citation) Regular Anglo-Saxon Masonic headquarters of the Grand United Lodge of England, in London. A current called Anglo-Saxon is headed by the Great United Lodge of England, and it is credited with basic obedience as far as a number of members are concerned, the islands Usa, Commonwealth
countries, Ibino America and parts of continental Europe, including Spain. Based on his interpretation of the Masonic tradition and, in particular, the Constitutions of Anderson, obedience and lodges of this line establish the following criteria of regularity: Faith in the deity or higher being (only one), which can be understood as not a dogmatic principle, as a
substantial requirement to its members. Oaths must be made on the so-called volume of the Holy Law, usually the Bible or other book is considered sacred or a symbol of the transcendent by which the oath is taken. The presence of this volume of the Holy Law, the square and the compass are essential in the lodge. The dedication of the masonic female has
not been recognized, and Masonic contact with lodges allowing women among its members has not been accepted, although in the United States there are partner organizations that are open to women but are not recognized in the UK or Ireland (see Mexican National Rite). Discussions of politics and religion (although both topics are being studied) and
institutional positioning on these aspects are expressly prohibited. (required citation) Regular Continental Freemasonry Current called Liberal or adogmatic has its top world record in the Great East of France. This is the main focus in the number of members in France, French-speaking Africa and some continental European countries, and many obediences
are attached throughout the world, especially in Latin America and continental Europe, including, in particular, women's and mixed obedience. It is not based on a set standard of regularity, but maintains as a reference a general recognition of values, ritual and organizational models that are traditionally considered essentially Masonic. For this reason, it
presents a greater variety of specific forms of organization, the main characteristics of which should not be given simultaneously, are: the principle of absolute freedom of conscience. It admits among its members both believers and atheists and oaths can be carried out, according to the lodges, on the book of the law (Order Constitutions) or on the volume of
the Holy Law, in both cases together with a square and a compass. Recognition of the regular nature of female initiation. Obedience can be male, mixed or female. Discussion of ideas and community participation. Lodges are free to argue even on issues related to religion or politics, sometimes positioning themselves institutionally on issues related to these
aspects. In the Masonic Lodge, in Brussels. Altar, inside the Masonic lodge in Brussels, Belgium. The Great Architect of the Universe Home article: The Great Architect of the Universe The Great Architect of the Universe, usually expressed under the acronym GADU, is a traditional symbol in Freemasonry, content, interpretation and relevance vary depending
on the Masonic current in question. For the Anglo-Saxon current of THE GADU is the Higher Being, the Masonic principle, faith and call in the practice of the rite are important. For the continental current, establishing a state of faith in the Higher Being means limiting the freedom of conscience of its members, so neither faith in THE GNU nor its call is
prescriptive. Masons, as individuals, are in any case free to give you content that best suits your beliefs. Like all symbols, it provides a foundation, but its specific interpretation corresponds to each of them. Many Freemasons consider the symbol of GADU to be equal to the Creator God, who determines in his will the plans of existence. For many others, it
symbolizes the idea of the Creator's Principle, the Higher Soul, which is at the origins of the universe, the nature of which is indefinable. Finally, Freemasons who, without any transcendental approach, define GADU with a sublimation of the Masonic ideal or who interpret it from a pantheistic or naturalistic point of view. Freemasonry would not be compatible
with the position of radical nihilism, which would deny any transcendental or immanent meaning to the world, which interpreted the universe as pure chaos without possible order, or that it denied that, despite the apparent disorder, there is Cosmos. Degrees In the nineteenth century, certificates like this were issued so that the Freemasons could demonstrate
that they had taken all three degrees of Freemasonry in a common lodge, that is, in a lodge recognized as a large lodge. Three degrees of Freemasonry are: The Apprentice is the first degree that of the initiates with whom man becomes a Freemason; to such an extent, the Free confronts himself and must overcome himself by beginning to control his
passions (excess of 5 senses). The satellite is an intermediate class where Free was dedicated to learning; to such an extent, the Free sees the outside world, perceives it and learns to perceive the outside world. The Master is the third degree in which the Freemason is obliged to participate in most aspects of lodge and Freemasonry. To such an extent, the
Free is confronted with the reality of death, confronted with the immortality of the soul and eternal life. All three classes represent three stages of personal development. For Freemasons there is no unique meaning of these three degrees; how a freemason works in each of the classes and You will interpret these assessments based on your personal
development, and your only duty will be to comply with the filing standards for which you work. The general symbolic structure and a number of universal archetypes will serve every free baron to find their own answers to the philosophical questions of life. There is no degree in Freemasonry that is higher than a master's degree. While some Masonic orders
have other degrees with numbers, these other grades are considered to enhance teacher degrees rather than promotion ones. An example of this is the Old and Accepted Scottish Rite (REAA), which gives degrees from the number 4 to 33. On the other hand, in the Mexican National Rite the total number of degrees is nine, equivalent to thirty-three OER. To
achieve these additional degrees, you must be a free-hand teacher. Its administration depends on a system parallel to the blue lodges or artisans; each organization has a system of transactions that assigns ranks only within this degree or within that order. In some jurisdictions, especially in continental Europe, Freemasons are asked to prepare articles on
philosophical topics and submit them publicly in a bed. There is an extensive bibliography of Masonic articles, magazines and publications, including abstractions and spiritual and moral lessons of varying quality, practical guides to the organization and management of rites, as well as historical and philosophical articles. The caution and secrecy of
Freemasonry is not a secret society, but a discreet and with some secrets that is revealed to its members as they progress. As for the pitching activities, they are restrained. As for secrecy, there are two types of priority secrets, one related to recognition, convey words, touches when greeting, and answers to specific questions in order to get in order. These
elements are part of esoteric knowledge that is passed on only within the institution and to those who have achieved the knowledge and recognition of their peers to get there. Another type of secrecy is ritual and personal: it is the knowledge that each member of the lodge acquires from itself as he learns. It is a personal experience that, by definition, cannot
be passed on to anyone else. An encrypted nineteenth-century document, called Copiale, deciphered at uppsala University, Sweden, contains a reception ceremony in a secret society: occultists dedicated to the dissemination of appropriate methods for cataract extraction (facolysis), also describes initiation ceremonies in all degrees Story Home article: The
History of Freemasonry Exclusion / Inclusion of Women In the eighteenth century, when speculative or modern Freemasonry appeared, women were neither economically nor socially nor politically emancipation. It was not considered in Anderson's 1723 Constitution. But women did not want to remain indifferent to the implementation of Masonic associations.
In 1730, just five years after the advent of speculative Freemasonry in France, efforts began to be made to be accepted into the institution. On June 10, 1774, the Great East of France, in the General Assembly, took up the adoption of masonry. These were lodges, made up of women under the tutelage of male Freemasons. On March 11, 1775, the Marquis
Saisval formed Lodge El Candor. Her first great teacher was the Duchess of Bourbon, followed by Princess Lambal (1780), Empress Josephine (1805), Madame de Vodemont (1807) and Madame de Villeta (1819), Voltaire's personal friend. Already in the second half of the 19th century, on January 14, 1882, in Le Pek,France, the Lodge Los
Librepensadores was initiated by the writer and well-known action film for women's rights, Marie Deraismes, who on April 4, 1893, created, along with Senator George Martin, the Great Scottish symbolic lodge of France Le Droit Humain (Human Law). This lodge will lead to the International Mixed Masonic Order of human law. Human law quickly expanded its
effect in the world and belonged to Annie Besant herself, the famous English feminist and secretary of the Fabiana Society, the forerunner of the Labour Party of England. (required citation) Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the acceptance of Freemasonry disappears and turns into the Freemasonry of women, especially with the
advent, of October 21, 1945, of the Masonic Union of Women of France, culminating, in 1952, with the creation of the Grand Women's Lodge of France, which will expand Freemasonry composed of women in the rest of continental Europe and Latin America. Some male Masonic organizations still consider the presence of women in Freemasonry to be
irregular, although today there is a high level of integration in most countries based on the existence of mixed or female Masonic organizations (see Mexican National Rite). These organizations are also fully accepted by the male obediences of the liberal Masonic current. Chile Home article: Freemasonry in Chile The Origin of Freemasonry in Chile dates
back to the time of independence, when most In order to independent America from the Spanish crown, South American patriots in Europe led by Venezuelan Francisco de Miranda organized a system of secret societies with Masonic characteristics called Lotharina lodges. After their goal was realized, the lodges disintegrated in the 1820s. However, interest
in Freemasonry continued. In 1827, a Chilean charity bed was founded in Santiago, which would have had some influence on the development of liberal thought, but after the victory of the Conservatives at the Battle of Lirka, this initiative was dissolved. Interest would be revived in Valparaiso in the 1850s, when resident foreigners founded the French Lodge
L'Etoile du Pacif'que and the American Lodge Bethesda. Following this example, in the port there were lodges, which included Chileans and South Americans: Brotherly Union and Progress. At the same time, the Aurora Lodges of Chile appeared in Concepcion and the Copy-Logie Order and the Libertade. In 1862, the Chilean Masonic lodges decided to stop
being attached to large European lodges and organized the Grand Lodge of Chile as the highest and centralizing organ. Founded in Valparaiso, his first Serenesimo Grand Maestro was radical and superintendent of firefighters Juan de Dios Arlegi. At first, it was difficult for foreign port lodges to accept a new Chilean Masonic institution, but the drafting of the
Constitution of the Chilean Masonic Order in the same year strengthened its existence. After his birth in the port, Freemasonry began to grow, with new Masonic lodges appearing in Santiago and provincial towns. The capital originated in 1864 lodge of justice and freedom, in 1870 Lodge of Duty and Constance, in 1872 The Lodge of Truth and in 1876 lodge
tolerance. In the provinces of Aurora the lodge appeared in Valparaiso, in 1869 and in The La Serena Lodge of Light and Hope in 1874. Thus, by the end of the nineteenth century, Freemasonry was able to establish nationally as there were more than 30 Masonic lodges spread throughout the country, according to the Grand Lodge of Chile. Created in
accordance with the standards of sociability of European Freemasonry - oath of initiation, symbolic rules, operating rules and declarations of principles - corresponded to members of the emerging upper middle class, laymen and enterprising, who were attached to the political ideals of radical liberalism and socialism, including engineers, doctors, lawyers,
teachers, medium-sized entrepreneurs, merchants, high-ranking government officials, politicians and military officials. Today, Chile has the Great Lodge of Chile as the only regular Masonic power in the Republic, existing several other irregular Masonic powers. In Mexico Home article: Freemasonry in Mexico In Mexico, the Mexican national rite has taken,
since its inception in the nineteenth century, the entry of women into mixed lodges. And a few lodges of the old and accepted Scottish rite are also mixed, although the vast majority of this rite are male, and in these cases women work in separate lodges, grouped in turn into large women's lodges. In Argentina Home article: Freemasonry in Argentina In
Argentina, there is Gran Oriente Symbolic Femenino de la Republism Argentina (GOSFRA), which has more than 10 lodges spread throughout the country. and the Grand Argentine Women's Lodge (GLFEM) is part of CLIPSAS (an international organization of Masonic sovereign jurisdiction), which has 7 lodges, several triangles and committees. (required
citation) In Uruguay's main article: Freemasonry in Uruguay In Uruguay, there is male Freemasonry, female Freemasonry and mixed Freemasonry. In Ecuador The main article: Freemasonry in Ecuador In Ecuador, there is male Freemasonry, female Freemasonry, masonry for adoption and mixed Freemasonry. Anti-Masonic organizations and ideologies of
the Masonic Temple of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, one of the few who survived the franco's dictatorship in Spain. See also: Anti-masonry since its founding, Freemasonry has found opposition from various types of social actors. The reasons for this opposition may refer to the Masonic institution as a form of organization, or emphasize the supposedly negative
characteristics of its philosophical principles and moral values. The term anti-Masonry or anti-Masonry refers to distrust, criticism, opposition, hostility, discrimination, repression or persecution of Freemasonry. The classification of anti-Masonic institutions and ideologies that strongly opposed or attacked Freemasonry may be: Religious Powers of the Catholic
Church (encyclicals in Eminenti, Pope Clement XII; and Humanum Genus pope Leo XIII, among others); Islamic integrity: for example, Freemasonry is prohibited in Iran and many Islamic countries; Baha'is: Shogi Effendi explicitly forbade the Baha'is to belong to Freemasonry, thexophies and any secret society. The Catholic Church of the Catholic Church
systematically condemned belonging to Freemasonry in countless documents, and ruled that it was incompatible, by its principles, with the doctrine and faith of the Catholic Church. Papal statements in this regard were constant: Clement XII, Apostolic Letter: In Eminenti, 24 1738. Benedict XIV, Apostolic Constitution: Providence, May 18, 1751. Pius VII,
Constitution: Ecclesiam to Jesu Christo, September 13, 1821. Leo XII, Constitution: Graviora's kwo, March 13, 1825. Pius VIII, encyclical letter: Traditi Humilitati, May 24, 1829. Gregory XVI, Encyclical Letter: Mirari Vos, August 15, 1832. Pius IX, encyclical letter: Kwai Pluribus, November 9, 1846; allocution: Kwibus Kwanisk, April 20, 1849; Encyclical letter:
Nostis et Nobiscum, 8 December 1849; Encyclical Letter: How Much Treatment, December 8, 1864; Address: Multiplices Inter, September 25, 1865; Constitution: Apostolic Sedis, October 12, 1869; Letter: Kuamkwam, 29 May 1873; Letter: Exorcism, April 29, 1876. Leo XIII, encyclical letter: The Man's Genus, April 20, 1884; Encyclical Letter: Dall Alto
Dell'Apostolic Cejio, October 15, 1890; Encyclical Letter: Inimica Vos, December 8, 1892. Encyclical Letter: Kustody di Kella Fede, 8 December 1892. Saint Pius X alludes to Freemasonry in encyclical letters: Vehementer Nos, February 11, 1906 and Une Foi Encore, January 6, 1907. Popes sometimes denounced Freemasonry: Pius XI, encyclical letter: Non
Abbiamo Bisogno, June 29, 1931. Pius XII, letter to Archbishop Montini, May 29, 1958. Also, the Roman Synod of 1960, under the pontiff John XXIII, reminds of the condemnation of Freemasonry. L'Osservatore Romano has published several documents; for example, in February 1987, the punishment for excommunication for Catholics, which entered the
Masonic society: Christian Faith and Freemasonry are irreconcilable, 26 November 1983: The Declaration of Freemasonry of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, signed by Joseph Ratzinger and Gene Jerome Hamer, OP. Other statements of the Church regarding Freemasonry Old Code of Canon Law 1917, published under the pontificate of
Benedict XV, condemn Freemasonry explicitly in the canons 684, 1349 and 2335. Those who give their name to Freemasonry or other associations who machines against the Church incur excommunication. The Code of Canon Law of 1917, can. 2335 And the new Canon Code of 1983 states: Anyone who gives his name to the association that machines
against the Church should be punished by simple punishment, who promotes or directs this association, should be punished with question. (Note 1) Code of Canon Law 1983, can. Cm. also the declaration on Freemasonry of the German Episcopal Conference of 9 July 1980 and the Declaration of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith on
Freemasonry in 1983. Political groups or monarchy governments Tsar Alexander I, Spanish monarchs Felipe V, Ferdinand VI, Charles III and Ferdinand VII. Fascist dictatorships (Adolf Hitler, Mussolini, the Vichy regime, Francisco Franco, Miguel Primo de Rivera and Salazar) of the twentieth century rejected and attacked Freemasonry because they
considered it reactionary and contrary to national interests. Many Freemasons were originally involved in Italian fascism. Socialist republics: Soviet Union (Third Congress of the Socialist International 1921). The exception to this set is Cuba, which is not illegal Freemasonry, because the national hero, Jose Marti, was a Freemason, although this claim is
disputed by many and is not officially taught in this country. (Note 2) Miami is located the Grand Lodge of Cuba in exile, not accepted as legitimate Byma p. The Grand Lodge of Cuba (ordinary and accepted) is based in Havana. Criticism of Masonic mystery, esotericism, occultism Since its inception Freemasonry is not regarded by several individuals and
institutions as a dangerous association, for its secret nature. Many see it as a secret society of esoteric and occult cuts that seeks to destroy Christian civilization and the Catholic Church. Provisions contrary to Catholicism and other religious orders have also been criticized as the lodges of the Greater East of Spain for suggesting to the Founding Courts of
the Republic that various provisions, including the Constitution of the Republic, in particular: severing diplomatic relations with the Vatican. Prohibit religious demonstrations on the street. Confiscation of church property dedicated to charity. Nationalize all assets of religious orders. Banish or exclaustrate all religious of both sexes. Legally incapacitated priests
for training, among others. The figure of God: The Great Architect of the Universe One of the themes criticized in Freemasonry is the figure of God. The Great Architect of the Universe (a figure equivalent to God in many ways practicing Freemasonry) is subject to discussion according to the different lines of thought about its existence and whether it is a
dogma that should be created in a lodge. Although there is some uniformity in establishing one's faith as a Masonic regularity and its discussion is accepted as part of the initiation to seek the truth, there are nevertheless specific rites that practice Freemasonry without resorting to a divine figure: it is a matter, for example, of the Mexican national rite, in whose
liturgy, he dedicates his works to the triumph of truth and the progress of mankind, rather than as the old and accepted , To fame The Great Architect of the Universe. On the other hand, the adoption of a twelve-point rule in its general terms, despite more liberal currents to make it more flexible in some respects, also accepts the existence of dogmas implied
in what is considered sacred in its sealant: symbols, clothing, degrees, relationships and rites (even without the dogmatic God). As there are sacred issues in the body of behavior related to their beliefs, Freemasonry is therefore established as a para religious cult (Freemasons visit their temples, have moral punishments, give money, study their symbols,
study their rites, impose sacred philosophy and discipline and develop relationships between their members) within the usual religious and social fabric. This means that members of Freemasonry do not exclude, at least in principle and in the practice of their worship, religious beliefs similar to those that are usual. He has been criticized for eventually
contributing to the dual lives of people for their inherent secrets when it is finally adopted as a way of life. (requires citation) Sociological aspects: the accusation that it is a sociological sect, its status of a sect can be established in the psychological context of economic minorities, in which these groups are recognized as active, that is, the ability to influence
and transform society and its values belonging to the majority belonging to the established , ... although they are also highly disciplined groups that practice selective recruitment and are dynamic with a high level of group cohesion. Thus, he was allegedly objected to for allegedly engaging in persistent exceptional behaviour by inviting people of a certain
cultural level who did not represent the breadth of society. Such behaviour by these organizations is also considered a breeding ground for lodges to be seen as a means of achieving certain unjustified benefits through the trafficking of the people who make up them. Modern Freemasonry Today Freemasonry can not be considered a secret society, but
discreet, because of the opening of various lodges around the world that show even rites that were considered secrets. Freemasonry is a horizontally represented institution, lodges are autonomous and only obey in some ritual and administrative aspects of their national references. There is no body or institution that represents or organizes peace or
universal Freemasonry, for there are significant and even irreconcilable differences between one rite and another, between obedience and another, between one country and another, even between lodge and obedience and terrain, to the point of confirmation with certainty with certainty that Freemasonry does not exist as a global organization and is
structured all over the world, which completely and definitively undermines the idea of a Masonic conspiracy. Today's Freemasonry is considered a primary (spiritual) and moral school that pursues the development of the individual for the well-being of mankind, which is possible only through the scientific and moral study of things, in order to know oneself.
These studies are carried out in lodges and for educational purposes in all human aspects; Teaching methods are developed first using the instruments of myths and symbols of antiquity, and later, through liberal sciences or art (trivial and quadrium), the teaching of which was pursued at various historical moments. All religious/spiritual beliefs (including in
some lodges or in some rites, lack of faith) and all political positions are accepted in Freemasonry, and are not topics for discussion in lodges, since respect and tolerance is an elementary principle of Freemasonry, eliminating any dispute between Freemasonry, religion and political groups. On the other hand, there are various secret or hidden organizations
to which they are credited with a Masonic character that they do not actually have; hence, various ideas, interpretations and negative expressions, contrary to Freemasonry are considered merely historical memories, unreasonable expressions and absolute knowledge of the institution to this day. The Day of Freemasonry in Mexico is celebrated on January
15, annually. In the world, the International Day of Freemasonry is celebrated on September 20. In popular culture, Freemasonry was so important in Western culture that references appeared in his favor or against it, both in the media and in various works of art (novels, films, musical compositions, etc.), especially about his practices and rituals: John
Turteltaub's 2004 film National Treasure. The 1943 French film Hidden Forces, the political propaganda of Freemasonry during the Vichy regime. Matthew Reilly's novel Seven Ancient Wonders. Marilyn Manson's song King Kill 33o from Holy Wood (In the Shadow of the Valley of Death) is a reference to the anti-Mison conspiracy book by James Shelby
Downard and Michael A. Hoffman's King-Kill 33o. Franz Bardon Frabato's esoteric novel, The Magician, condemns some Masonic lodges for his practice of ritual killing and Satanism. The Da Vinci Code, published in 2003, in a secret sect, consist of several European wise men, such as Leonardo da Vinci and Isaac Newton, and Dan Brown's The Lost
Symbol, published in 2009, bases his account on alleged Masonic secrets hidden in Washington, D.C. Umberto Eco's book The Cemetery of Prague. According to some authors, the novels Circle of Peace in Eighty Days by Jules Verne and The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling contain symbolic elements characteristic of Freemasonry: symbolic journeys, lost
steps, initiation ceremony. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's opera The Magic Flute describes the Masonic initiation ceremony. Television In the chapter of the Spanish television series El olivar de Atocha, since 1989, about the history of the family life in Madrid in the first half of the twentieth century, a reproduction of the Masonic initiation ceremony appears. The



chapter of Homer the Great Simpsons refers to Masonic culture and its rituals. The chapter of 3x06 zoe 101, called the Silver Hammer Society, refers to Freemasons, and people who want to be a part of it. In Los Pikathiedra talk about an organization similar to the Masonic lodge: the Lodge of buffalo. SpongeBob displays symbols similar to Freemasonry in
one chapter. In addition to Cephalopod Lodge, which includes squid tentacles. Similar organizations there are other Masonic organizations, such as the Order of the Eastern Star /Eastern Star (for men and women), the International Order of the Rainbow for Girls / Rainbow Girls (for girls aged 10 to 20), Daughters of Work / Daughters of Work (for girls aged
10 to 20 years) / Order deMolay (for boys aged 12 to 21) / and The Young Hope Association of the Brotherhood (AJEF) for young people aged 14 to 21 years, Masonic organization, which was established in Havana, Cuba. There are also those who claim that Scouting bears a resemblance to Freemasonry, since its origin was Masonic. See also: Category:
Masons, Freemasonry by country and anti-Masonry. anti-Masonic Freemasonry Masonic Law in: Argentina Chile Ecuador Spain France Latin America Honduras Mexico history of Freemasonry repression of Freemasonry monarchies rite of passage of the Masonic rite: The Old Scottish Rite and the adopted rite of imitation Rito York French Rite Corrected
Scottish Rite Memphis Rite and Mizraim Masonic symbology Appendix: Terminology of Freemasonry Notes and References Notes Eduardo Torres Cuevas, PhD, confirmed concluded with a conclusion made by the Cuban historian and freeze teacher Samuel Sanchez Galvez, his pupil, and warned of new issues that were now open on the subject and on
which future research should be focused. See Archive on October 5, 2013 on Wayback Machine. Marty, article on the BDigital website. Links, Calderon, H. M. (1999). The definition of modern Freemasonry and the description of its boundaries. page 18. Mexico: Herbasa. Trueba Lara, J.L. (2012). Masons in Mexico: a history of hidden power. Reading Point
Collection No 2. Mexico: Santillan. ISBN 978-607-11-2357-2 a b Chevalier, J., and Geerbrandt, A.: Dictionary of Characters. Herder, 1988, ISBN 84-254-1514-4, 331 and 332. International Masonic Statistics - Charts, Maps, Charts, Bessel.org The Great United Lodge of England - Two Great Lodges. United Grand Lodge of England, 2002. View March 8, 2006
on English Wikipedia. (English). Archive from the original on June 25, 2003.  United Grand Lodge of England (1815/2005). The Constitution of the Ancient Brotherhood of Free and Accepted Freemasons. London: Mason Hall. Chapter: Goals and Relationship Crafts, page x-xii, oclc 18976592 Archive of January 15, 2007. Another copy was found by: Archived
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